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NEW THINGS IN AG CARBON MARKETS 

  

   AgraGate Climate Credits Corporation will be hosting 16 carbon credit sign-up workshops 

throughout Nebraska during the first week in January, 2009. If farmers or landowners would like 

to learn how to enroll into the program, bring FSA maps and FSA 578 crop certification forms 

from 2008 of eligible acres (no-till, strip-till, CRP grasses, rangeland, etc.) and begin earning 

money from this new revenue stream.  

  

   About 450 invitations went out last week in and around Gage, Jefferson and Saline County. The 

invite is for an hour long educational program and catered meal. Locations include the Nebraska 

Farm Bureau State Office in Lincoln at 10:00 a.m. and Fairbury 4-H Building at 6:00 p.m. on 

January 6th. The DeWitt Community Center meeting is January 7th at 6:00 pm.  

  

   For 2008, $422,857.10 was paid to Gage, Jefferson and Saline County farmers in the spring 

with a second payment that was scheduled for December. Farmers offer five year continuous no-

till farming contracts, newly seeded grass, well managed rangeland, methane or tree contracts for 

carbon offset payments in this current voluntary market.  

  

   If you did not receive an invitation and want to attend to learn more, call the AgraGate 800 

number for a reservation at 1-866-633-6758. There are other companies in Nebraska that are 

collecting agricultural carbon contracts including Farmers Union and SunOne Solutions. At the 

ChicagoClimate Exchange website, numerous others are listed too.  

  

    New things happening in agricultural carbon trading markets are:  

  

   (1) Old CRP before January 1, 1999 may be allowed to go into this program for cash payments 

at the no-till payment rate. Look for a change in the next couple of months for this to be allowed. 

Attend a carbon aggregation meeting to see how to do this.  

  

   (2) AgraGate is working on a carbon offset storing option so it does not have to sell to contract 

holders when markets are low or below $3.00/ton.  

  

   (3) Current rules allow soil carbon offsets (XSO’s) to be sold to a market other than the CCX (if 

a new market emerges under a new federal administration that is more lucrative than the current 

CCX market). Current rules do not allow stockpiling of credits more than the length of the five 

year contracts and the most we have ever been allowed to sell backwards when enrolling is one 

year.  

  

   (4) The carbon trading market has bottomed out at $1.00 per ton this fall and is slowly 

rebounding.  

  

   So is man really influencing climate or are there larger forces at play on earth? (It feels like 

global cooling to me this year). Last year at the Wilber Crop Clinic, UNL Climatologist Al 

Dutcher, had to answer yes, no, or undecided when posed this question. His answer, based on the  



 

scientific evidence available to him, was undecided. We do know one thing for sure, if a farmer 

does not enroll in a five year carbon agreement to no-till, have well managed rangeland, or enroll 

the CRP, there are no carbon cash payments.  

  

   To learn more about agricultural carbon trading markets go to: 

www.chicagoclimateexchange.com  
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